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Abstract— In this paper the data registration module being a
component of semantic simulation engine is shown. An improved
implementation of ICP (Iterative Closest Point) algorithm based
on GPGPU (General-purpose computing on graphics processing
units) is proposed. The main achievement is on-line aliment of two
data sets composed of up to 262144 3D points, therefore it can be
used during robot motion. The algorithm uses GPGPU NVIDIA
CUDA for NNS (Nearest Neighborhood Search) computation and
to improve the performance all ICP steps are implemented also
on GPU. Experiments performed in INDOOR and OUDROOR
environments show benefits of parallel computation applied
for on-line 3D map building. Empirical validation using new
generation CUDA architecture, named Fermi is shown.
Index Terms— Data registration, parallel computing, iterative
closest point

I. I NTRODUCTION
Semantic simulation engine [12] is a project that main
idea is to improve State of The Art in the area of semantic
robotics [5] [16] with the focus on practical applications such
as robot supervision and control, semantic map building, robot
reasoning and robot operator training using augmented reality
techniques [14] [11]. Data registration using Iterative Closest
Point algorithm is a very important component of Semantic Simulation Engine. Semantic simulation engine combines
semantic map with rigid body simulation to perform supervision of its entities such as robots moving in INDOOR or
OUTDOOR environments composed by floor, ceiling, walls,
door, tree, etc. Semantic simulation engine is composed of
data registration modules, semantic entities identification (data
segmentation) modules and semantic simulation module. It
provides tools to implement mobile robot simulation based
on real data delivered by robot and processed on-line using
parallel computation. Semantic entities identification modules
can classify several objects in INDOOR and OUTDOOR
environments. Data can be delivered by robot observation
based on modern sensors such as laser measurement system
3D and RGB-D cameras. Real objects are associated with
virtual entities of simulated environment. The concept of
semantic simulation is a new idea, and its strength lies on
the semantic map integration with mobile robot simulator.
Alignment and merging of two 3D scans, which are obtained
from different sensor coordinates, with respect to a reference
coordinate system is called 3D registration [10] [6] [15].
Park [18] proposed a real-time approach for 3D registration
using GPU, where the registration technique is based on
the Iterative Projection Point (IPP) algorithm. IPP technique
is a combination of point-to-plane and point-to-projection

registration schemes [19]. Processing time for this approach
is about 60ms for aligning 2 3D data sets of 76800 points
during 30 iterations of the IPP algorithm. Fast searching
algorithms such as the k-d tree algorithm are usually used to
improve the performance of the closest point search [17] [23].
GPU accelerated nearest neighbor search for 3D registration
is proposed in work of Qiu [22], where the advantage of
Arya’s priority search algorithm described in [4] to fit NNS
in the SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) model was
used for GPU acceleration purpose. Purcell suggested that k-d
tree and priority queue methods are efficient but difficult to
be implemented on GPU [21]. Garcia proves, that a brute
force NNS approach using NVidia Compute Unified Device
Architecture (CUDA) is 400 times faster over the CPU kd tree implementation [8]. GPU-based NNS with advanced
search structures is also used in the context of ray tracing [7],
where NNS procedure builds trees with a different manner
from a triangle soup, and takes these triangles as the objects
of interest. To convert k-d tree into serialized flat array that
can be easily loaded into CUDA device, left-balanced k-d
tree was proposed [13] [22]. Another technique for 3D
registration using Fast Point Feature Histograms (FPFH) is
shown in the work of Rusu [24]. Rusu also proposed a
way of characterizing the local geometry of 3D points, using
persistent feature histograms, where the relationships between
the neighbors of a point are analyzed and the resulted values
are stored in a 16-bin histogram [25]. The histograms are
pose and point cloud density invariant and cope well with
noisy datasets. An alternative concept to ICP algorithm which
relies on instantaneous kinematics and on the geometry of
the squared distance function of a surface is shown in the
work of Pottmann [20]. The proposed algorithm exhibits faster
convergence than ICP, which is supported both by results of
a local convergence analysis and by experiments. The ICP
algorithm is used in SLAM 6D (Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping), where 6 DOF (Degree of freedom) of robot
position is computed based on aliment of 3D clouds of points
and loop-closing technique [28].
The paper shows an improved implementation and empirical
validation of GPGPU ICP algorithm. This algorithm offers online computation. The main difference compared to State of
The Art approaches is NNS procedure, where 3D space was
divided into regular grid of buckets, therefore there is no need
to build complex data structures such as k-d tree, and the time
of ICP is decreased. The proposed solution is efficient since it
performs nearest neighbor search using a bucket data structure
(sorted using CUDA primitive) and computes the correlation
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IV. 3D DATA REGISTRATION
Aligning two-view range images with respect to the reference coordinate system is performed by the ICP (Iterative
Closest Points) algorithm. Range images are defined as a
model set M and data set D, Nm and Nd denotes the number
of the elements in the respective set. The alignment of these
two data sets is solved by minimization with respect to R,t of
the following cost function:
E (R, t) =

Nd
Nm X
X

2

wij kmi − (Rdj + t)k

(1)

i=1 j=1

Fig. 1. Robot PIONEER 3AT equipped with 3D laser measurement system
3DLSN (rotated SICK LMS 200).

matrix using parallel CUDA all-prefix-sum instruction.
The paper is organized as follows: section II gives an
overview concerning harware used in experiments, section III
concerns NVIDIA GPGPU processor characteristic features.
The ICP algorithm is presented in section IV where all details
concerning parallel computing are given. The results of data
registration in INDOOR and OUTDOOR environments are
shown in section V.
II. ROBOT
In the experiments commercially available robot PIONEER
3AT was used (figure 1). Robot is equipped with 3D laser
measurement system 3DLSN based on rotated SICK LMS 200.
Measurement system delivers 3D cloud of points in stop-scan
fashion. Each scan contains 361 (horizontal) x 498 (vertical)
data points.

wij is assigned 1 if the i-th point of M correspond to the
j-th point in D. Otherwise wij =0. R is a rotation matrix,
t is a translation matrix. mi and di corresponds to the
i-th point from model set M and D respectively. The
ICP algorithm using CUDA parallel programming is given:
Algorithm 1 ICP - parallel computing approach
allocate the memory
copy data from the host(Mhost , Dhost ) to the
device(Mdevice , Ddevice )
for iter = 0 to max iterations do
select closest points between Mdevice and Ddevice
calculate (R, t) that minimizes equation 1
transform Ddevice by (R, t) and put the results into
DdeviceRt
copy DdeviceRt to Ddevice
end for
copy Ddevice to Dhost
free memory

III. GPU ARCHITECTURE
NVIDIA GPGPUs are programmable multi core chips built
around an array of processors working in parallel. The GPU
is composed of an array of streaming multiprocessors (SM),
where each of them can launch up to 1024 co-resident concurrent threads. Currently available graphics units are in the
range from 1 SM up to 30 SMs for the high end products.
Each single SM contains 8 scalar processors (SP) each with
1024 32-bit registers. The total of 64KB of register space
is available for each SM. Each SM is also equipped with a
16KB on-chip memory that is characterized by low access
latency and high bandwidth. It is important to realize that all
thread management (creation, scheduling, synchronization) is
performed in hardware and the overhead is extremely low. SM
works in SIMT scheme (Single Instruction, Multiple Thread),
where threads are executed in groups of 32 called warps.
CUDA programming model defines the host and the device.
Host executes CPU sequential procedures while the device
executes parallel GPU programs - kernels. A kernel works
in a SPMD scheme (Single Program, Multiple Data). CUDA
gives an advantage of using massively parallel computation
for several applications. Detailed GPU architecture can be
found in the original documentation [3]. Useful additional
programming issues are published in best practices guide [2].

A. Memory allocation on device and copy from host
Memory allocation on device and copy from host is a
main bottleneck of proposed implementation. Data transfer
between host and the device is limited by memory bandwidth
and should be minimized. Proposed ICP algorithm is
implemented in GPU (all ICP steps are performed using
GPU), therefore the need of data transfer is limited to
copying cloud of points to/from GPU. Figure 2 and
algorithm 2 shows main data used in presented approach.
The table of f ound buckets, table of sorted buckets,
table of sorted points consist of 512 × 512 integer
elements,
table of amount of points in bucket
and
table of bucket indexes consist of 256 × 256 × 256 integer
elements. M (reference data) and D (data to be align) data sets
are stored in six 512×512 tables consisting float values stored
in one dimensional array. For sorting the table of buckets
routine described in section IV-B.2 and used in algorithm 2
the CUDA Radix Sort class available in [1] briefly described
in [26] and [27] is used. The method initialize() called
by the constructor of Radix Sort Class allocates temporary
storage for the sort and the prefix sum that it uses. Temporary
storage is (2*NUMBER OF POINTS + 3*8*M/CTA SIZE)
unsigned ints, with a default CTA SIZE of 256 threads and
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Fig. 2.

Initial steps: selection of closest points procedure.

N U M BER OF P OIN T S = 512 × 512. Amount of data is
large, therefore the procedure of memory allocation is done
initially.

Fig. 3. Tree structure used for XYZ space decomposition into 64 buckets.
From root to the leaf/bucket chosen left or right brunch depends on the current
separation line.

B. Selection of closest points
The distance between two points in Euclidean distance
metric for point p1 = {x1 , y1 , z1 } and p2 = {x2 , y2 , z2 } is:
h
i1
2
2
2 2
distance(p1 , p2 ) = (x1 − x2 ) + (y1 − y2 ) + (z1 − z2 )
(2)
To find pairs of closest points between model set M and
data set D, the decomposition of XYZ space, where x,y,z
∈ < −1, 1 >, into 28 x28 x28 buckets is proposed. The idea
of the decomposition will be discussed for 22 x22 x22 case.
Figure 3 shows decision tree that decomposes XYZ space into
64 buckets.Each node of the decision tree includes boundary
decision, therefore points are categorized into left or right
branch. Nodes that do not have branches assign buckets. Each
bucket has unique index and is related to cubic subspace with
length,width,height = 2/22 ,2/22 ,2/22 . Each bucket that does
not belong to border has 26 neighbors. The 27 neighboring
cubic subspaces are shown on figure 4 where also the way
of indexing is given. Figure 5 demonstrates the idea of
nearest neighbor (NN) search technique on 2 dimensional
example. Assuming that we are looking for nearest neighbor
that satisfies condition R < 2/28 and circleR=2/28 ⊂ bucket3R
NN will be found in the same bucket or in neighboring
bucket (in this example NN of point d is m5). Algorithm
2 describes the procedure of selection of closest points. For
better explanation figure 2 shows initial steps of this algorithm
where set M of 10 points from figure 5 is used for NN
search. The details of the algorithm will be discussed in next
subsections.
1) Find bucket: Figure 3 shows tree structure used for
indexing of 22 x22 x22 buckets. The concept of finding bucket
index for point mxyz is shown on the scheme 6, where x
corresponds to border for current level in the tree and 0, 1,
2, 3, ... 14, ... correspond to actual bucket index during its
computation. The bucket indexing procedure is executed in
parallel, where each CUDA kernel computes bucket index for
different pointxyz .
2) Sort buckets: Radix sort class [1] is used to sort unsigned
integer key-value pairs. Keys correspond to the elements of
table of buckets and value corresponds to elements from table

Fig. 4. Cubic subspaces - neighboring buckets, the way of indexing is
explained in section IV-B.1.

Fig. 5.

2 dimensional example of NN search in neighboring buckets.

Algorithm 2 Selection of closest points
for all points mxyz in parallel do
find bucketm
update table of f ound buckets
end for
in parallel sort table of f ound buckets {radix sort}
in parallel count points in each bucket
for all points dxyz in parallel do
find bucketd
for all neighbors of bucketd do
find N N for dxyz {nearest neighbor is one from mxyz }
end for
end for

Fig. 6.

The scheme of bucket indexing procedure.
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of points. Procedure outputs sorted table of buckets. Figure 2
shows an example of sorting result. Radix sort is a well known
sorting algorithm, very efficient on sequential machines for
sorting small keys. It assumes that the keys are d-digit numbers
and sorts on one digit of the keys at a time, starting from least
and finishing on most significant. The complexity of sorting
n keys will be O(n). The details of GPU based radix sort
implementation can be found in [26] [27]. It is important to
emphasized that the implementation of GPU based radix sort
is robust, therefore it can be used for on-line computation.
3) Count points in bucket and find index of bucket: In the
procedure of counting points that belong to the same bucket
the counting is based on table of sorted buckets (see figure
2). It is important to notice, that also the index of the found
bucket is computed. This index, along with the information
concerning an amount of points in the bucket, will be used
for searching nearest neighbor in algorithm 2.
C. Calculation of (R,t)
Calculation of the rotation and translation (R,t) is performed
using reduced equation 1:

equation 9 takes following form:
PN
2
E (R, t) ∝ N1 i=1 kmi 0 − Rdi 0 k −
(11)
2e
Nt·

N
1 X
2
kmi − (Rdi + t)k
N i=1

Nd
Nm X
X

wij

1
N

PN

i=1

e
t

2

N
X

2

kmi 0 − Rdi 0 k

(12)

i=1

with the assumption:
e
t=0

(13)

The optimal rotation is calculated by R= VUT , where matrices
V and U are derived from the singular value decomposition
of a correlation matrix C = USVT given by:


N
cxx cxy cxz
X
C=
mi 0T di 0 = cyx cyy cyz 
(14)
i=1
czx czy czz
where:
N
X
i=1

mix 0 dix 0 , cxy =

N
X

mix 0 diy 0 , ..., czz =

i=1

N
X

miz 0 diz 0

i=1

(3)

(15)
Correlation matrix elements are computed using optimized
parallel reduction described in section IV-C.1. The optimal
translation t is derived from equation 13 and 10, therefore

(4)

t = cm − Rcd

where
N=

0
0
i=1 (mi − Rdi ) +

To minimize 11 the algorithm has to minimize the following
term:

cxx =
E (R, t) ∝

PN

(16)

i=1 j=1

Rotation R is decoupled from computation of translation t
using the centroids cm and cd of points:
cm =

N
1 X
mi
N i=1

N
1 X
cd =
di
N i=1

(5)

1) Optimized parallel reduction: Parallel computation of
the correlation matrix (equation 14) is performed using prefix
sum [9] available in CUDA. The all-prefix-sums operations
take a binary associate operator ⊕ with identity I, and an array
of n elements
[a0 , a1 , ..., an−1 ]
(17)
In the result following array is returned:

(6)

and modified data sets:
M0 = {mi 0 = mi − cm }1,...,N

(7)

D0 = {di 0 = di − cd }1,...,N

(8)

After applying equations 5, 6, 7 and 8 to the mean square
error function E(R, t), the equation 3 takes the following
form:

[I, a0 , (a0 ⊕ a1 ) , ..., (a0 ⊕ a1 ⊕ ... ⊕ an−2 )]

(18)

All-prefix-sums operations on array of data is commonly
known as scan. The parallel implementation uses multiple
thread blocks for processing an array of 512 × 512 data points
stored in one dimensional array. The strategy is to keep all
multiprocessors on the GPU busy to increase the performance.
Each thread block is responsible for reducing a portion of
the array. To avoid the problem of global synchronization,
the computation is decomposed into multi kernel invocations.
Optimized kernel available in CUDA is used in parallel
computation.
V. E XPERIMENTS

N
1 X
2
E (R, t) ∝
kmi 0 − Rdi 0 − (t − cm + Rcd )k
N i=1

(9)

Assuming that:
t − cm + Rcd = e
t

(10)

Experiments where performed in INDOOR and OUTDOOR
environments shown on figure 7, where robot was acquiring
observations in stop-scan fashion in one meter step. The goal
was to align iteratively all scans, therefore the odometry
error was deceased. INDOOR data set is composed of 142
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Fig. 7.

Robot paths during INDOOR and OUTDOOR 3D data acquisition.

Fig. 9.
Comparison between the robot trajectory based on combined
odometry with gyroscope correction system and GPGPU based ICP with 10
and 100 iterations - OUTDOOR. Robot initial and final positions are shown
as in figure 7.

Error E(R,t) − INDOOR

−3

x 10

error E(R,t)

2

1

0
0
10

Fig. 8.
Comparison between the robot trajectory based on combined
odometry with gyroscope correction system and GPGPU based ICP with 10
and 100 iterations - INDOOR. Robot initial and final positions are shown as
in figure 7.

150
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(a) INDOOR

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Data registration module being a component of semantic
simulation engine is implemented using GPGPU. The implementation of classic ICP algorithm is improved by parallel
computation applied for fast nearest neighbor search (NNS).
The proposed solution is efficient since it performs nearest
neighbor search using a bucket data structure (sorted using
CUDA primitive) and computes the correlation matrix using
parallel CUDA all-prefix-sum instruction. The on-line capability of GPGPU based ICP computation is very optimistic and

Error E(R,t) − OUTDOOR

−3

x 10
error E(R,t)

scans of 361 × 498 3D data points. OUTDOOR data set is
composed of 61 3D scans. The computation is performed using
NVIDIA GF 580 GTX GPGPU. The comparison between the
robot trajectory based on combined odometry with gyroscope
correction system and GPGPU based ICP with 10 and 100
iterations is shown on figure 8 for INDOOR and 9 for
OUTDOOR. The error E(R,t) (see eq. 1 ) for each robot
position in function of ICP algorithm iterations is shown on
figure 10. The error E(R,t) obviously is decreasing monotonically during performed ICP iterations. Time of ICP for
each robot position in function of ICP iterations is shown
on figure 11. The worst, best and average ICP performance
measured during ICP alignments are shown on figure 12. It
is observed that 30 iterations performed average in 300ms of
ICP for INDOOR environment and 50 iterations performed
average in 400ms of ICP for OUTDOOR environment satisfy
the expected performance of scans alignment. The total time
of GPGPU ICP computation is very optimistic and guarantee
on-line execution.
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(b) OUTDOOR
Fig. 10. Error E(R,t) for each robot position in function of ICP algorithm
iterations.

provides potential application to correct robot position during
motion and in consequence aligned 3D cloud of points. Next
step will be integration of closing loop technique to improve
3D map building.
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